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Disaster dividend: reducing loss of life, assets and livelihoods
Multiple dividends: development –short to long-term
Triple dividend framework (Surminski and Tanner, 2016)
1. Avoiding and reducing direct and indirect disaster risk and
(actual) losses
2. Reducing background risk for unlocking development
3. Generating development co-benefits that are not dependent on
the occurrence of disaster events
The ability of a system, community or society to pursue its social,
ecological and economic development and growth objectives, while
managing its disaster risk over time in a mutually reinforcing way.
(Keating et al., 2017)

Questions
• What is the evidence around the dividends
proposition?
• What are relevant decision-making processes
for understanding and effectively generating the
dividends?
• With attention to Asia, globally the most
disaster-prone region, yet also a region with
massive good and best practice to learn from.

Evidence: ADB investments focus on
mainstreaming

Total annual spending (loans and grants) of ADB on for DRR standalone
and embedded projects from 2004 to 2017. Source: ADB 2018

ADB 217, Climate Change Operational Framework 2017–2030.
“to optimize multiple benefits from actions in response to the Paris Agreement, the SDGs
and the Sendai Framework.” (ADB, 2017).
ADB Approach builds on creating regional public goods, and creating co-benefits with
regard to gender equity (SDG 5), health (SDG 3), water (SDG 6) and ecosystems (SDG 15)
and other SDGs
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Evidence
15 out of 65 CBA studies with multiple dividend information

Sizeable dividends
BC ratio of 6.7 compared
to the average cost-benefit
of around 5.1 for all 65
studies (low confidence)

Kull et al., 2013

Decision-support for soft resilience and
adaptive management
• MCA
• Adaptation Pathways
• Measuring resilience (capacity)
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Flood Resilience Measurement for
Communities framework and tool (FRMC)

Szoenyi, 2018

FRMC and the dividends
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Dividends of Resilience and FRMC capacity/capital
grades for four selected Asian Countries

Policy implications and suggestions
• Upgrade focus and communication of multiple
disaster resilience dividends
• Support reporting on spending at national to
local levels
• Foster understanding for resilience dividends
using applicable methods and tools
• Support further research on resilience
dividends that are harder to gauge

